Point scattering: a new geometric invariant with applications from (nano)clusters to biomolecules.
A new geometric invariant is defined from "first principles" for a point ensemble, which can represent clusters, molecules, crystals, and biomolecules. The scattering of a point ensemble is defined in terms of the Euclidean distance matrix and a vector measuring the weighted departure of the points from the cluster centre. Using the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem this function is maximized obtaining the point scattering of the ensemble. The point scattering shows several properties which are useful for studying clusters, molecules, crystals, and biomolecules. We examined different natural clusters of hard spheres such as colloidal particles and fullerenes, as well as protein-peptide complexes and the effect of temperature on protein structure. In all cases point scattering differentiates point ensembles with different structures, which are not distinguished by other geometric invariants, such as the second moment of mass distribution, surface areas, and volumes. Point scattering also shows better correlation with thermodynamic parameters of binding and describes the interior cavities of hollowed ensembles better than the other geometric measures.